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Dear Friends 

 

Somebody in Hubli Region without understanding the spirit behind our demands criticised these too. 

Arm chair critics. 

 

Our reply as below: 

 

Dear brothers, I think issue is not fully understood. 

 

Kindly don't single out the issue. 

 

Nowhere CBOA told the training is not required. 

 

It is the administration job and being reminded always. 

 

But as a majority association for the officers we don't stop with demand and posting messages in 

social sites alone. 

 

1. Through LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, managerial responsibilities are taught 

all over the country on regular basis using the experts in the field. 

 

2. Through Defence workshop the officers are taught on proactive and prophylactic vigilance so as to 

exercise caution in the working place. 

 

3. Through CREDIT AWARENESS PROGRAM all the latest developments in credit dispensation 

from the officers angle being educated. 

 

4. Recent brain storming on the Accountability policy at even District level, awareness on safe 

keeping our interest is taught and the recent amendments are being protested strongly. 

 

5. After the announcement of promotion test, cboa organised coaching classes on all the subjects to 

all the cadres. 

 

6. The educative CD prepared by CBOA on all the subjects in detail and distributed free of cost to the 

interested persons. 

 

7. Kindly visit our website regularly and you can find that all the subjects are being updated. 
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8. Recently I sent circular to all regions to organise knowledge updating programmes in the city level 

using the talents inside. 

 

So, dear brothers, we the CBOA is taking care of the all round interest of the officers and thus only, 

when eleven banks are wondering on their existence we are talking on the developments, benefits and 

promotions.      

                    

Canpals are not disturbed by these comments, because, "OUR DUTY IS DOING THE DUTIES". 

 

Dear office bearers, when you are going to respect the Sukma martyrs on 28th, kindly go with 

members from nearby branches after giving due information to the local press and media. 

It is not to get attention for CBOA, but to invite others to help the victims. 

 

Manimaran G V 

General Secretary 

 


